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A Windsor woman who declined to give her name waded into the water at Mark West Station and Starr roads Wednesday to see how deep it was 
before attempting to drive through the area, which frequently floods in heavy rain. She ended up turning around and taking another route.

A good drenching
SONOMA COUNTY STORM » Heavy showers topple trees, 
flood roads, drop as much as 4 inches in parts of region

Trees continued to topple throughout Sono-
ma County on Wednesday as ongoing heavy 
showers peppered the region and skies moved 
from deep charcoal to light and bright and 
back again.

Emergency dispatchers at the Sonoma 
County Redcom center reported relatively few 
storm-related problems. A tree was reported 
down at Graton Road and Highway 116 around 
8:30 p.m., but it did not block traffic. 

“There have been a few more trees, actually 
not as much as we had anticipated,” said Ron 
Marsh, supervising dispatcher, in the early af-
ternoon. “It’s still looking pretty good.”

Rainfall totals as of  4 p.m. ranged from 1 to 
almost 4 inches throughout Sonoma County, 

Even though Mark West Station was designated as closed, some motorists took their 
chances Wednesday and proceeded through the floodwaters.
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St. Joseph buys Petaluma fitness club

St. Joseph Health has purchased a 
Petaluma health club as part of  larger 
plans to offer consumers more fitness 
and wellness services, the health care 
provider announced Wednesday.

St. Joseph, which operates Santa 
Rosa Memorial and Petaluma Valley 
hospitals, has acquired Active Sports 
Clubs Petaluma, a facility on Red-
wood  Way with 7,000 members and 

nearly 120 employees. Terms of  the 
sale weren’t disclosed.

The health care provider has owned 
a medical fitness center in Napa since 
2007 and plans this winter to open a 
third center in Newport Beach as part 
of  a joint venture with Sausalito-based 
Active Wellness LLC.

St. Joseph officials characterized 
the efforts as a collaboration that will 
help consumers lead healthier lives. 
They said its facility in Napa, Synergy 
Medical Fitness Center, has decreased 
the number of  individuals there who 
were rated as having a higher risk for 
chronic disease. That center already is 
managed by Active Wellness, as is the 
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Gov. Jerry Brown

Brown 
declares 
gas leak 
a crisis

LOS ANGELES — Natural 
gas has been spewing into the 
air in the Porter Ranch neigh-
borhood here since late October, 
sickening residents, prompting 
thousands to evacuate their 
homes and pouring greenhouse 
gas into the atmosphere.

Gov. Jerry Brown, faced with 
mounting public anger and no 
end in sight to the leak, declared 
a state of  emergency Wednes-
day for the neighborhood of  
about 30,000 at the edge of  the 
San Fernando Valley. And resi-
dents — who have been demand-
ing to know why the Southern 
California Gas Company cannot 
fix the leak to its natural gas 
storage well, and whether the 
company will compensate them 
for their lost property values 
and health problems — want to 
know why it has taken so long.

“This is the equivalent of  the 
BP oil spill, except it’s on land, 
in a populated community,” said 
Mitchell Englander, the Los An-

Governor designates 
state of emergency in 
area near LA-area plant
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Sutter SR 
nurses OK 
new contract

Registered nurses at Sutter 
Santa Rosa Regional Hospital on 
Tuesday ratified a new contract 
that will provide a 16.5 percent 
pay increase over four years as 
well as additional staffing pro-
tections.

Ninety-five percent of  the 
400  nurses at the hospital ap-
proved the four-year contract, 
wrapping up negotiations that 
began after the last contract ex-
pired in June 2014. 

“We’re pretty pleased with the 
outcome. … We didn’t get every-
thing we wanted,” said Laura 
Hinerfeld, an intensive care unit 
nurse and a member of  the local 
bargaining team represented by 
the California Nurses Associa-
tion.  

The contract also provides 
additional break relief  for 
nurses on all units that are not 
adequately staffed, improved 
staffing to get additional care 
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Derek Stoner, right, Benoit Menendez and Waverly 
Bianchini work out Wednesday at Active Sports Clubs 
Petaluma, which has been purchased by St. Joseph Health.

Medical care provider says 
acquisition designed to help 
patients lead healthier lives

“We’re not used to encountering trees, slides, water … in the roadway, 
so it’s easy to miss seeing these obstacles until it’s too late.”
DENNIS MEREDITH, Timber Cove fire chief, on a driver hitting a fallen tree on Highway 1


